In this finite sum the successive terms represent two-, three-, . . . ^-particle correlations where e. g.
and , 0iji. . . etc. are arbitrary, antisymmetric correlation functions, is the (A -2) determinant obtained from YJP by striking out the rows containing ( Pi and and the coordinates 1 and 2; A is an antisymmetrizer. All properties of (3) along with the matrix components of the Hamiltonian in (1) can be obtained as straightforward generalizations of the Coulomb case developed earlier by one of us 2 .
We define the HF energy as EF = (Y>F | H | I/^F) and the energy of the n-particle approximation (2 n £A) as
where T//W contains YRP plus all terms in (3) up to and including the n-particle correlated functions /M. 
EF > £( 2 ) > £(» > EW > E .
Defining the correlation energy of the rc-particle approximation by £(») = £(») _£(»-!) where 2 £ n£ A and = EF we get the variational solution as
A _ E\-= EF+ ^ EW. n=2
In the present note we outline the calculation of EF and E (2 \ For EF the energy minimum principle leads to the HF equations HF &I = £I ( PI where //F = £ + 2 Ui i and Ui is the (non-local) HF potential related to the HF energy is given as EF = 2 £i -I 2 £ij where i ij £ij = {&i | Uj | &i) . The calculation of E& is done by using the idea of the independent-pair model 3 which was first suggested bz BRUECKNER 3 , extended and refined by BETHE 3 , BETHE and GOLDSTONE 3 and most clearly by GOMES, WALECKA and WEISSKOPF 3 . We assume that each can be computed independently, one at a time; in the formula for E( 2 ) however, we do not make any approximations. Let lij be the correlation energy of one pair. We get the equation for by varying £y; the results will depend on the subsidiary conditions. It can be shown that the "strong" orthogonality condition / 0S*(1) &ij(l 2) dg^-^0 (for s = 1, 2,. . . , A ; 5 ={= i j) which is called the partialorthogonality is non-restrictive 2 . With this condition we get
(Hij + P12 Oij) &ij = £ij &ij + {lij -P12 On) Vö
where
Hij = HF{l)+HF(2)-£i-£j and

Oij = vi2-Ui(l)-Ui(2)
-Uj (1) 706, 3198 [1962] .
where the symbols mean the same as in (5) 
where the notation is the same as in I. This method may be called the method of "independent triplets" 3 ; the results again depend on the subsidiary conditions. If the 3-particle functions &ijk satisfy the non-restrictive partial orthogonality condition 2 (strong-orthogonal to all HF orbitals except , <Pj, 0k) we get the equation 
A',
A,
where Njjk is the normalization constant if only the triplet (ijk) is correlated, N2 and N3 are the full normalization constants in the two-and three-particle approximations; y3 contains the off-diagonal matrix components of the Hamiltonian between 2-and 3-particle functions.
If Oijk in (1) is subjected to the slightly restrictive total orthogonality (strong orthogonal to all HF orbitals) then we obtain an equation similar to (2) but a closer investigation shows that it has only the trivial solutions £ijk = 0. Therefore, in the case of total orthogonality the energy has to be minimized with respect to the trial function V = V*+2 f {2) (ij)+PHijfc),
